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Ten out of Ten for Pinnacle Platforms from Ultimate Access Hire
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Fast growing, Staffordshire hirer, Ultimate Access, have taken delivery of some ten Sinoboom machines
ordered at the 2021 Vertikal Days crane and access event.
Ultimate Access owners Amarpal Gill and Rob Atkins established the company with just three machines
just under two years ago. Today the company offers a hire fleet of over 120 all new, all electric, zero
emission machines from their two Stafford branches.
Amarpal Gill said, “Ultimate Access has thus far purchased from a wide range of access manufacturers to
match our customers demands. I have been aware of Sinoboom for some time now. I like the look of their
machine build, quality and attention to detail”.
The deal in detail covers a range of Sinoboom electric scissor lifts; 5 x 1932ME (25’ working height), 3 x
2732E (33’working height) and 2 x 4747E Plus (51’ working height).
The machines are powered by AGM maintenance-free batteries from leading world provider Discover
Batteries, resulting in high performance and machine efficiency that deliver zero emissions and virtually no
sound.
Amarpal continued “Interest was deepened when we viewed the machine walkaround videos Pinnacle
Platforms posted on their LinkedIn page. It matched our electric fleet needs and we recognised the
environmental value it would bring to our customers…we even liked the bumper strip that keeps the
machines looking good”.
Concluding Amarpal went on to say, “Rob and I attended Vertikal Days, when we visited with Pinnacle
Platforms on the Sinoboom stand, it was late morning, by lunch time our minds were made up and we
ordered the 10 machines”.
Pinnacle Platforms MD Tim White said, “It was a pleasure to meet Amarpal and Rob over at Vertikal Days.
It was clear they had done their homework; this was however the first time they had seen the machines.
Once we had discussed the platforms capabilities and outlined the aftersales parts distribution deal with
partners TVH, the Ultimate Access team were happy to shake hands on a deal. I am pleased to say that all
10 machines were delivered on time, in full, in just over two weeks since we met at the event”.
Pinnacle Platforms limited is the authorised sole distributor for the full range of Sinoboom powered access
products in Great Britain. The company offers immediate availability and aftersales support on a range of
quality, ready to rent scissor, boom and mast access products. www.pinnacleplatforms.co.uk

